Fohlmeister, J. F. and R. F. Miller. Impulse encoding mechanisms generate impulse trains. This model yielded a large dynamic of ganglion cells in the tiger salamander retina. J. Neurophysiol. 78: range of impulse frequencies (õ1 to much greater than 100 [1935][1936][1937][1938][1939][1940][1941][1942][1943][1944][1945][1946][1947] 1997. A study of nerve impulse generation in ganglion impulses/s at 22ЊC) in response to constant current stimulacells of the tiger salamander retina is carried out through a combina-tion and appeared to provide a reasonably accurate represention of experimental and analytic approaches, including computer tation of both the impulse waveform and repetitive firing simulations based on a single-compartment model. Whole cell re-behavior of ganglion cells in the tiger salamander retina.
, 5 HEPES, 2 D-glucose, 1 where f [i] is the raw (digitized) value of membrane potential at glutathione, 1 ATP-Mg, and 0.5 guanosine 5-triphosphate (GTP). sample point i (1°i°2,047). Because the actual value of dV/ The pH was adjusted to 7.2 with KOH. The filled electrodes mea-dt changes rapidly from one sampling point to the next during the sured Ç10 MV in resistance.
impulses, we found the least distortion in the computed phase plots A part of the results in this study required independent block of occurs by assuming the computed value of dV/dt (Eq. 1) applies g Ca and g K,Ca (cf. Calcium system). Ca channels were blocked by to the time midway between the times of the two sampling points adding 250 mM Cd 2/ in the presence of normal (1.8 mM) Ca 2/ used in its computation. It is for this reason that the corresponding to the external solution or by replacing Ca 2/ with 1.8 mM Co 2/ value of V is computed as the midpoint of a linear interpolation with similar results. Ca-activated K channels were blocked by the between those two sampling points (Eq. 2) as the best way of addition of small quantities (10-20 mM) of the bee venom apamin approximating the actual membrane potential at that midpoint in (Hugues et al. 1982) . Although I K,Ca has been identified in tiger time. Direct use of V i Å f [i] on the other hand, introduces a salamander (Lukasiewicz and Werblin 1988) , rat (Lipton and marked distortion in the phase plot that increases (decreases) with Tauck 1987), turtle (Lasater and Witkovsky 1990) , and cat increasing (decreasing) sampling interval and vanishes for the ideal (Kaneda and Kaneko 1991a) , to our knowledge, it has not been of continuous sampling. Because the time rate-of-change is an evaluated for its sensitivity to apamin. Nevertheless, apamin ap-approximation based on discrete sampling, the sampling interval pears to be relatively selective for the SK subclass of Ca 2/ -acti-in any case must be small in comparison with the smallest duration vated potassium channels (Latorre et al. 1989) .
features (details of action potentials) that are to be resolved. Model It is well known that the whole cell recording mode causes eventual runs with sampling intervals of 100 and 20 ms showed no signifiloss of I Ca currents and, secondarily, I K,Ca presumably through dilution cant change or improvement over runs with 200-ms intervals (a of important cell constituents necessary to maintain these ion chan-sampling interval of 20 ms allows direct use of V i Å f [i] in place nels in an operational state. This time-dependent loss of I Ca can be of the interpolation of Eq. 2 without unacceptable distortion). On slowed by adding EGTA to the electrode solution (Chad et al. 1987 ) the other hand, use of a 400-ms sampling interval showed some and, in neurons of Helix aspersa, the addition of the catalytic subunit degradation in the computed phase plots. Thus the sampling time (CS) of adenosine 3,5-cyclicmonophosphate-dependent protein ki-of 200-ms intervals was an acceptable but maximal time interval nase and leupeptin, an inhibitor of Ca-dependent proteases. Although for this analysis. The factor of 5 that appears in Eq. 1 is a calibration we added EGTA to our internal pipette solution, we did not use factor to yield units of [mV/ms] (or V/s) in place of [mV/0.2 either CS or leupeptin in these experiments. Because the calcium ms] and applies specifically to a sampling interval of 200 ms; in current appears to be an important determinant in impulse frequency general that factor, 5, must be replaced by the number of sample behavior of retinal ganglion cells, we carried out our experiments on points per millisecond. the calcium system (cobalt and apamin) immediately after securing a stable whole cell recording.
Ion channel simulation
Previous studies of ganglion cell function, using conventional intracellular recording techniques, correctly point out that spike
In a single-compartment model, the five (plus leakage) ion curamplitude is increased (°50%) with adjustment of the capacity rents, and the capacitative current may be summed according to compensation on the amplifier (Baylor and Fettiplace 1979) . The Kirchoff 's law attenuation of the physiological signal is due to the relatively long time constant of the high-resistance (ú100 MV) intracellular elec-C m dV dt / gV Na m 3 h(V 0 V Na ) / gV Ca c 3 (V 0 V Ca ) trode necessary for recordings from retinal cells. It should be noted that it is also possible to overadjust the capacity compensation of
the amplifier, causing distortion of transient signals (Cole 1968) . In contrast, the low-resistance (10 MV) electrodes used in whole Of the reversal (equilibrium) potentials, only V Ca was modeled as cell recording minimally distort the waveform of the action poten-variable according to the Nernst equation, where tial; adjustment of the capacity compensation increases the spike amplitude by°5-10%. In some cases, blockage of the pipette tip
(presumably by cellular debris) can result in an increase of the access resistance to ú50 MV. This led to significant reductions in and spike amplitude (peak voltage õ0 mV), which could be corrected by adjustment of the capacity compensation; however, such re-
cordings were rejected from the present analysis. Faithful recording of action potentials is of fundamental impor-(cf. Fohlmeister et al. 1990 ). The g K,Ca is ligand gated according tance in our phase plot analysis. The use of digitized data was there-to the equation fore carefully evaluated for this purpose. The phase plots consist of time derivative of membrane potential (ordinate) versus membrane
potential (abscissa), except for Fig. 2C , which is current versus membrane potential. The advantage of using this version of phase State variables (m, h, c, n, a , and h A ) of the voltage-gated channels plots is the ease with which one readily can identify features with follow the first order kinetic equations of Hodgkin-Huxely (1952) the rising, peak, and falling phases of action potentials, such as the location and magnitude of the peak rate of rise or the location during
the action potential cycle of features induced by calcium current, for example. To maximize this advantage, care must be taken to avoid where x is generic for the individual state variables. Rate constants distortions in the plots due to finite sampling; each plotted point (V i , and other model parameters are listed in Table 1 .
[dV/dt] i ) therefore was determined by the following formulae, which were applied to both model and physiological data
Simulated voltage-clamp data
Figure 1 presents simulated voltage-clamp data from the singlecompartment model. The illustrated currents were obtained by sim-040, 020, 0, 20, and 40 mV. Voltage-clamp data (Lipton and Tauck 1987; Lukasiewicz and Werblin 1988) were used to identify the complement of channels and to determine the presence or absence of inactivation gating. We have retained the gating stoichiometry (e.g., the exponents m 3 , n 4 ) of Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) , although this is an approximation and generally believed to be more complex but essentially unknown (e.g., Bezanilla and Armstrong 1977; Cole and Moore 1960) . The mathematical structure of the gating kinetic rate constants is also that of Hodgkin and Huxley, which is standard in the absence of a detailed knowledge of the gating dynamics of membrane channel molecules.
Determining gating kinetic parameters
Gating kinetic parameters were determined by a method of ''trial, error, and refinement'' with continuous reference to experimental spike train data. The primary templates for comparison were the shapes of the spikes (phase plots), F/I properties (Ç1 Hz/pA), and the shape of the interspike interval trajectories. For each parameter iteration, spike trains were simulated (at least) with 10 and 40 pA of stimulus current, and the stability and charging curves were determined. In the course of the Ç13,500 computer runs carried out for this study (including the companion paper Fohlmeister and Miller 1997), conductances were blocked (either individually or several), and the results compared with the corresponding experimental data runs. In the process, the wider parame- R n à 1 GV ter space was explored with the result that no secondary minima Rate constants for each of the voltage-gated ion channels simulated in (i.e., alternative solutions) were found. A certain separation of this study are provided. I Na and I K,A both have activation (a m and b m for function among the channels was discovered, permitting the deterNa activation; a A and b A for the A channel) and inactivation (a h and b h mination of the rate constant parameters of the individual channels.
for Na inactivation; a h A and b h A for A channel inactivation) kinetics. The Thus the structure of the rate constants in essence contain two mathematical structures of the rate constants are those of Hodgkin-Huxley parameters each (Table 1) . One of these is an overall constant (1952) throughout, and the Na-and K-channel kinetics involve only small (e.g., 0.6 in the case of a m ) that fixes the time rate of gating; the shifts (5-10 mV) along the voltage axis relative to those of HodgkinHuxley. The Ca-channel activation kinetics are similar to those of the Na other (e.g., 30 mV in a m ) locates the channel gating range along channel, except for a 17-mV voltage shift so that the Ca channel activates the voltage axis. For example, comparing the activation rate conat a more depolarized level and is also slower by a factor of 2. The Ca stants (a and b) of the Na and Ca channels will show that the Na channel has no inactivation kinetics. An important difference with the Hodg-channel is twice as fast as the Ca channel (0.6 vs. 0.3 in a, and kin-Huxley model is that the 5-channel model here is considerably less 20 vs. 10 in b) and that an equivalent level of activation requires conductive (by at least 1 order of magnitude) in the resting and subthreshold 17 mV of additional depolarization for the Ca channel as compared states. The lower portion of the table summarizes the maximum conducwith the Na channel (parameter values 13 vs. 30 mV in a, and 38 tances for the single-compartment model used in this study. Most of these vs. 55 mV in b). This 17-mV shift was determined from a compariparameters remained fixed unless otherwise specified, except for V leakage and g leakage , which varied throughout this study.
son of experimental impulse responses with Ca and then Na chanj269-6 / 9k1d$$oc19 09-11-97 22:24:19 neupa LP-Neurophys nels blocked individually. Similar considerations were applied to quate space clamp. Cell stability and charging parameters were determined in a single run of 2,400-ms duration; the model neuron the K and A channels for the falling phase of action potentials. The model voltage-clamp records for I Na and I K in Fig. 1 resemble was allowed to settle to its resting state (stability) for the initial 1,200 ms of the run (i.e., until steady state), at which time, a (but are not equal to) those of the Hodgkin-Huxley (1952) model. The activation component of I K,A is somewhat similar to that of hyperpolarizing current was applied and the input resistance and time constant (charging parameters) were determined. We assumed the delayed rectifier; it is distinguished from the delayed rectifier by the presence of an inactivation mechanism (Conner and Stevens a single spherical compartment [specifically for purposes of computing [Ca] i (t)] of 25 mm diam (for similarity to ganglion cell 1971). Given the experimental variability in responses and the standard mathematical structure for gating kinetics, we found that somas), and uniform channel densities, gV x , as listed in Table 1 . In response to hyperpolarizing current steps, this model yielded an all spiking parameters could be determined to within Ç20% without introducing unacceptable distortions.
input resistance (R N ) of several tens of gigaohms in the absence of a leakage conductance. To preserve homology with the physioWith the parameters of these large spiking currents uniquely logical observations, a leakage conductance was added (g L Å 0.05 adjusted according to the phase plots and in the absence of gV K,Ca , mS/cm 2 ), thus yielding an input resistance of Ç1 GV. the model cell exhibits both instability (i.e., spontaneous firing), and a flat F/I curve with relatively high impulse frequencies for
Action potentials
all levels of stimulus current. This agreed with experiment when apamin was applied. The calcium-activated K current then restored Figure 2A gives a model action potential from an impulse train both stability and the virtually proportional F/I curves seen experi-evoked with 0.5 mA/cm 2 (Å 10 pA) stimulus current. Note the mentally. The magnitude of I K,Ca is set in the process. As a welcome smooth waveform with no obvious shoulders or ''notches'' in eibyproduct, this current also reproduced the experimental interspike ther the rising or falling phases. On the same time base, Fig. 2B trajectories.
gives the course of the five individual ionic currents, and their The standard membrane capacitance, C m Å 1 mF/cm 2 , which algebraic sum, SI ion (heavy curve). Noteworthy features are that yields capacitative current of I c Å C m dV/dt, sets the absolute mag-I Ca activates with some delay relative to I Na and, particularly, that nitude scale for the ionic currents in Eq. 3 (i.e., determines the I K,Ca remains negligible in comparison with these currents. This values of gV x ). Specifically, the magnitudes of gV Na , gV K , and gV K,A are last feature allows the complement of currents to be grouped into determined from a comparison of the peak rates of rise and fall two classes on the basis of their relative magnitudes achieved between experimental and model generated impulses in phase plots during an impulse train; thus I Na , I K , I K,A , and I Ca become large in the presence of the well-established value of membrane capaci-and are responsible for generating and shaping the impulses, tance. The calcium current provides a unique signature during the whereas I K,Ca , leakage, and stimulus currents remain small throughlatter part of the falling phase of action potentials and can be out, but play important roles in determining the duration of indetermined accurately in phase plots.
terspike intervals (i.e., the impulse frequency, see Fig. 3 , below). Because the kinetics of the I Ca are about a factor of 2 slower
The action potentials recorded with low-resistance patch elecand the voltage dependence of the rate constants is shifted by Ç17 trodes have peak amplitudes that typically range from 70 to 90 mV mV in the depolarized direction relative to the I Na kinetics, I Ca turns (level of interspike trajectory to peak). However, because of tonic on somewhat later than I Na , and, under current-clamp conditions, synaptic activity, different types of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) it appears only after Na / activation has initiated the action poten-can have different dark ''resting'' (i.e., steady state) potentials that tial. Thus the Ca current, when present, has negligible effect on range from 070 to 045 mV (Belgum et al. 1983 ; Coleman and the peak rate of rise of an action potential and begins to manifest Miller 1989; Frumkes et al. 1981) . For the purposes of this study, itself only as the impulse peak is approached. One report (Karschin we established a general rule that the impulses should have an and Lipton 1989) found low-threshold (T-type) calcium channels overshoot of /10 to /20 mV to be considered acceptable. in some ganglion cells of the neonatal rat retina, and we have seen evidence of this current in dissociated ganglion cells of the tiger Phase plot of ionic currents salamander retina. However, this current is small and has not been Figure 2C gives plots of the individual ionic currents versus included in the present study. To date, T-type calcium channels membrane potential during the impulse illustrated in Fig. 2 , A and have not been described in adult cells of cat or turtle (Kaneda and B. A constructive approach to this plot is to begin with the trajecKaneko 1991a; Lasater and Witkovsky 1990; Lukasiewicz and tory that represents the sum of the ionic currents, SI ion (heavy Werblin 1988). Our model of calcium channels thus is confined curve), which advances counterclockwise around the loop; time to a high-threshold (L-type) mechanism.
markers are provided at 0.05-ms intervals. In this single-compartUnlike the Na / channel, the Ca 2/ channel has no inactivation ment (space-clamped) model, the sum of the ionic currents SI ion kinetics. The reduction in Ca 2/ current after an initial peak value is equal and opposite to the capacitative current, C m dV/dt, except in the voltage-clamp records (Fig. 1) is due to the concentrationfor the negligible stimulus current offset of 0.5 mA/cm 2 (Fig. 3) . dependent (therefore time-dependent) properties of the Ca 2/ reverBecause much of the analysis will use phase plots of dV/dt versus sal potential (Kaneda and Kaneko 1991a) . The Ca 2/ current was V, we note the near equivalence of SI ion and dV/dt, except for a modeled with a time-dependent reversal potential, V Ca , because the minus sign, which causes a mirror symmetric reflection about the low residual intracellular Ca 2/ concentration (10 07 M) can be zero current axis (compare Figs. 2C, 4, and 5); the overall constant increased substantially by Ca 2/ influx during activation (Fig. 1 , scale factor, C m , happens to be equal to unity (1) when the units bottom right). It is this change in concentration that is solely are microamperes per square centimeter and microfarads per square responsible for the regulation of the Ca-activated K-current, I K,Ca centimeter as is the case here. The equivalence of SI ion and 0dV / (Eq. 6). Thus I K,Ca has an apparent voltage dependence, but dt was used to determine the values of the channel conductances, no independent voltage-gating was modeled for this current. TheregV x , in Table 1 by a quantitative comparison of experimental and fore the I K,Ca is a model of the SK subtypes (Hugues et al. 1982) , model phase plots (Figs. 4 and 5) . Note also in Fig. 2C (K Ca ) , and the resulting net transmembrane ionic current (dark line SI ion ). C: phase plots of current vs. membrane potential during the impulse and illustrations of the 5 different ionic subcomponents which contribute to the total transmembrane ionic current (dark line SI ion ). Inwardly directed current is downward (negative) by convention, and the SI ion trajectory advances in a counterclockwise direction with time markers at 0.05-ms intervals. Rapid rising phase of the impulse is entirely due to I Na , whereas the Ca 2/ current is delayed in onset. During the repolarization phase (top of phase plot), both the I A (A) and the delayed rectifier (K / ) contribute substantially. Note that I K,Ca (K Ca ) provides only a negligible current to the action potential.
reason, we constructed Fig. 3 to illustrate a model impulse train interspike interval and its control of impulse frequency in a singlecompartment model. Some of this function of I K,Ca (i.e., control of (top) generated with 20 pA (1 mA/cm 2 ) of stimulus current. Figure  3 , bottom, shows current records appropriately scaled to resolve F/I) is shared by longitudinal (electrotonic) currents, which are comparable in magnitude in a multicompartment model; however, the individual currents during the interspike intervals. The currents therefore are clipped as the records approach each active impulse I K,Ca retains its important function of stabilizing the cell there. Note that the model I Ca is virtually zero throughout the interspike interval phase. The major currents (I Na , I K , and I K,A ) increase monotonically with increasing rate throughout the interspike intervals. I K,Ca be-and activates abruptly during the early rising phase of each impulse.
Comparing I Na with I Ca in this figure may appear to imply that the comes prominent and dominates most of the interspike trajectory after the first action potential loads the cell with ionic calcium. activation kinetics of I Ca are faster than those of I Na . The converse is actually the case, and the increasing Na activation seen here is Figure 3 therefore demonstrates the significance of g K,Ca in the in response to the slow depolarization during the interspike interval, at which level Ca activation gating is negligible (cf. Fig. 2 and Table 1) .
R E S U L T S

Impulse frequency response (F/I)
MODEL BEHAVIOR. Figure 4 (left) illustrates the model generated impulse trains in response to depolarizing currents, which range from 0.5 to 2.5 mA/cm 2 (Ç10-50 pA in the spherical soma). dt Å 0, and the peak rate of rise occurs at the top where pA injected into a single-compartment cell. Bottom: on the same time base, individual ionic currents are illustrated on a scale that allows the currents dV/dt is maximum. The plots for the separate traces are to be well resolved during the interspike intervals; large currents associated quite similar, indicating that the overall impulse waveform with the impulses therefore are clipped (see Fig. 2 ). As the trajectories is conserved across frequencies (or levels of stimulus).
approach the impulses, the I Na , I A (A), and I K (K / ) are strongly activated, whereas I Ca is delayed in onset. Calcium loading of the cell strongly activates PHYSIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR. Figure 5 (left) illustrates the imthe I K,Ca (K Ca ), but only after the first impulse has occurred. Note that I K,Ca pulse trains generated by an OFF retinal ganglion cell studied is the dominant current during the early portion of the interspike interval under whole cell recording conditions and illustrates the in- (Table 1) , with 5 voltage-sensitive ion channels (/ leakage) in response to depolarizing step currents of 10-50 pA. Note the graded increase in impulse frequency over the range of currents used. Right: phase plots shown of dV/dt vs. V of the 5 impulse trains (left) in which the trajectories move clockwise around the loop. In this plot, dV/dt (volts/s) can be interchanged with 0SI ion (0amp/ farad) because the membrane capacitance is unity (1 mF/cm 2 ) and stimulus current is negligible. Thus the mirror symmetry between this phase plot and the phase plot in Fig. 2 . Rising phase of the impulse is upward, and a different symbol was used to distinguish the impulse trains. Trajectories consist of a fast rising phase and peak response followed by a more gradual recovery phase (bottom). Interspike intervals are revealed as the relatively flat portion on the left side of the plot.
When 10 pA of current was applied, a long initial trajectory dispersal of the stimulus current into dendrites and axon.
This effect is observed clearly in the multicompartment sim-(or latency) was observed before the first impulse. Firing frequency increased, and the initial latency decreased, with ulations, in which the first two discrepancies vanish automatically. The last item, namely the increased rate of fall during increasing levels of step current. The initial latency was observed in every recorded cell. Its duration was generally the latter half of the falling phase of impulses as seen in the model phase plots, could be corrected by reducing the calcomparable with the duration of the subsequent interspike intervals in steady state. It was therefore most dramatic with cium current. A consequence of such reduction, however, is reduced activation of I K,Ca , and the attendant loss of lowthe lower stimuli (10 pA) because these also generate the lowest impulse frequencies. Among the cells the variations frequency repetitive firing in a single-compartment model. of the initial latency ranged from 20% shorter to 50% longer Physiological action of apamin than the subsequent interspike intervals in steady state. Some adaptation or accommodation also was observed, although
Modeling analysis predicts that elimination of the I K,Ca current should increase the frequency of repetitive firing this was highly variable and occurred mainly with the larger stimulus currents (higher frequencies). Figure 5 , right, in ganglion cells. To test this possibility, we carried out experiments in which apamin was added to the bathing meshows the phase plots for each of the traces on the left using a different symbol for each record. Like the model, the phase dium to selectively block this current. It is essential in these experiments to ensure that apamin does not change the input plots show remarkable similarity in the rate of rise, the maximum amplitude, and the rate of recovery during the falling resistance of the cell. Input resistance therefore was monitored by intermittent application of hyperpolarizing current phase across the set of records.
Although there is general agreement between model and pulses (°5 pA). We found that apamin did not change the input resistance of any cell tested. Figure 6A shows a control, physiological records, some systematic differences do exist: 1) the single-compartment model does not exhibit the long whole cell recording from an RGC in response to 10 pA of current injection; Fig. 6B gives the result after apamin was latency to first spike; 2) the model impulse frequency rises more steeply with increasing stimulus current, leading to applied and illustrates the increase in frequency of firing. If the action of apamin is solely to block the I K,Ca , then phase some disagreement in the impulse frequency versus stimulus current (F/I) curve for 40 and 50 pA; and 3) the shapes of plots of the impulse activity should show very little difference in waveform with and without apamin because I K,Ca the falling phases of impulses disagree in the phase plots. All three of these features are a direct result of the constraints contributes virtually nothing to the impulse itself. The closed and open circles of the phase plots presented in Fig. 6C imposed by use of a single-compartment configuration. The first two discrepancies cannot be eliminated within the pa-confirm that the impulse has been imperceptibly altered by apamin. Figure 6 , D-F, illustrates the same general result rameter space provided by the five-channel model considered here (cf. Determining gating kinetic parameters). with I K,Ca eliminated from the single-compartment model. These two discrepancies deal with phenomena in the subPhysiological action of blocking the calcium current threshold (interspike intervals) region and are constrained Figure 7 (top) illustrates a physiological, whole cell rehere by the fixed membrane area of the single-compartment configuration, which prevents the possibility of electrotonic cording from an RGC under control conditions ( ) superj269-6 / 9k1d$$oc19 09-11-97 22:24:19 neupa LP-Neurophys FIG . 5. Whole cell recordings from an OFF ganglion cell in response to depolarizing current injections of 10-50 pA. An orderly progression of increasing impulse frequency in response to the increasing levels of current injection appears qualitatively similar to the modeling results presented previously (Fig. 4) . A decline in impulse frequency (adaptation) can be seen during the latter portions of most of these impulse trains. Phase plots corresponding to those of Fig. 4 are given (right) using a different symbol for each record on the left.
imposed on a recording from the same cell after cobalt was latter half of the falling phase of the action potential. Thus the Na current initiates the spike, the early regenerative deposubstituted to eliminate the calcium current (dashed line). Although cobalt substitution often increases the input resis-larization of which then activates the Ca channels. Under our ''standard'' conditions for the single-compartment model tance of ganglion cells, presumably because it reduces or shuts down otherwise tonically activated synaptic inputs, we (Table 1 ; g V Ca Å 2.2 mS/cm 2 ), the Ca current adds some 5-10 mV to the impulse peak because of its large, positive were able to observe a number of ganglion cells in which cobalt application did not change R N . Note that the initial reversal potential, even though the magnitude of the calcium conductance is comparatively small. charging response to the current pulse is the same for both traces, an indication that cobalt substitution did not signifi-
The influence of the Ca current on the latter half of the falling phase of spikes is more complex but highly cantly change the input resistance or time constant of the cell. Nevertheless, it is clear that cobalt substitution did in-diagnostic. The absence of calcium current always leads to a relative slowing in the rate of change of membrane potencrease the frequency of firing, and simultaneously also reduced the amplitude of the nerve impulses. The increased tial during the latter portion of the recovery phase ( a ''deflating'' of the phase plot trajectory ) . As Ca current is firing frequency is associated with an obvious shift of the interspike voltage trajectory in the depolarizing direction, increased, that portion of the phase plot increasingly bulges downward, indicating increasing ( negative ) time rate of with a simultaneous reduction in the impulse overshoot. Figure 7 , bottom, gives the results obtained when the calcium change. Larger values of g V Ca add a notch to the phase space trajectory during the falling phase ( Fig. 8, g V Ca Å 8 ) . Addicurrent was eliminated from the single-compartment model; the impulse frequency is increased and the impulse overshoot tional large K currents could obscure the notch, but not the Ca-diagnostic degree of downward bulging in the latter half is reduced, indicating reasonable fidelity with the physiological observation. Comparison of the physiological and model-of the falling phase; simulations have shown that K currents manifest themselves strongly during the earlier portion of ing results supports the conclusion that the calcium current participates in controlling the impulse frequency in RGCs the falling phase because the K-ionic driving force, V -V K , is then large. Therefore, although there is a degree of overof the tiger salamander retina. lap in the downward bulging effect generated by the two currents ( Ca and K ) , there is sufficient separation to definiCalcium system (model) tively conclude that the model value of g V Ca Å 2.2 mS / cm 2 is too large to properly match the physiological observations In a series of simulations, the calcium conductance, g V Ca , was varied in steps from 0 to 8.0 mS/cm 2 , and a train of ( compare Figs. 4 and 5 ) and that the model action potential falls off more steeply in its latter portion than seen experiaction potentials was generated as given in Fig. 8 . Note that the frequency of impulses decreases as the calcium conduc-mentally. The primary cause of the notch in Fig. 8 is the tendency of the Ca current to create ''plateau'' action potance increases. The phase plots on the right illustrate the dramatic differences effected by calcium current in the shape tentials ( which are ultimately characteristic of cardiac Purkinje cells, which involve large Ca currents ) . The notch in of impulses. I Ca gives a primary signature at two locations in phase plots: it expresses itself at the peak of the action Fig. 8 implies that the rate of recovery slows toward a plateau before descending more steeply again, although a potential (rightmost region of the phase plot) and during the j269-6 / 9k1d$$oc19 09-11-97 22:24:19 neupa LP-Neurophys ( C and F) , in which test and control records are superimposed. R N remained unchanged with apamin application, and the small differences between the model control and test phase plots reflect effects of the single-compartment approximation. General agreement between control and test phase plots shows that I K,Ca contributes little to the impulse waveform.
plateau is not actually formed. ( Technically, a plateau noted above, however, I K,Ca is comparable in magnitude with would require dV /dt to reach zero during the falling phase physiological levels of stimulus current and, for this reason, of the phase plot trajectory.) has a strong influence on the regulation of impulse frequency and the F/I properties of the cell. Because extended cell morphology also exerts an influence on the control of imCalcium-activated potassium current and cell morphology pulse frequency, the parameters of the Ca system (specifically g V Ca , g V K,Ca , and t Ca ) are distorted in our single-compartThe Ca-activated K-current (I K,Ca ) is intimately associated ment model so as to partially compensate for the absence with the Ca current because intracellular free Ca provides of geometric effects (Fohlmeister and Miller 1997) . The the gating of I K,Ca . The I K,Ca gives virtually no signature in phase plots because of its small size during impulses. As objective of these alterations was to formulate a single-com- ) and a test record ( ---). It was important in this comparison that Co substitution did not cause an increase in input resistance. Note that the initial charging traces leading to the first impulses in both control and test records are identical, indicating no change in R n . Both model (bottom) and physiology test records show a similar increase in impulse frequency relative to their controls and furthermore show similar effects on the spike amplitudes and undershoots.
j269-6 / 9k1d$$oc19 09-11-97 22:24:19 neupa LP-Neurophys FIG . 8. Effect of changing the Ca current on impulse waveform and frequency. Impulse trains were generated by the single-compartment model in response to 20 pA of stimulus current with gV Ca in the range of 0-8 mS/ cm 2 (left). Note the increase in frequency with declining Ca current (cf. Fig. 7 ). Phase plots of these records are given (right). Phase plot of gV Ca Å 1.0 mS/cm 2 corrects the trajectory in the latter portion of the falling phase (020 to -60 mV) relative to that given for gV Ca Å 2.2 mS/cm 2 . Phase plot of gV Ca Å 8.0 mS/cm 2 shows a pronounced notch during the falling phase. This notch reflects a decline in the rate of repolarization and implies a tendency toward generating plateau action potentials. The apparent ''noise'' in these model phase plots is due to the different shapes of the initial (''transient'') impulses before each record settles into steady state spiking. partment model that reproduced the experimental F/I proper-of change, 0dV/dt, remains less than control because of the reduced I K and I K,Ca . ties as closely as possible under normal physiological conditions. The high level of g V Ca used here causes increased activation of I K,Ca , and the long Ca removal time t Ca (50 ms) Leakage conductance and charging curve maintains the increased activation to produce longer interspike intervals. Cell morphology takes over some of the Thus far the spike train analysis has made no reference function of increasing the interspike interval durations, a to a leakage current. Much of the modeling in this analysis phenomenon also related to the increased latency to first was done in the absence of leakage, because leakage plays spike seen under low-stimulus conditions. a very minor role in shaping the impulse waveform and determining the range of frequencies evoked by depolarizing step currents into single-compartment models. HowCurrent magnitudes and the nerve impulse ever, a hyperpolarizing current step used to evaluate the passive properties of the model reveals an input resistance Figure 9 was constructed to better appreciate the role of I K,Ca under modeling conditions and to demonstrate the effect of many tens of seconds of gigaohms in the absence of leakage, in contrast to the experimental value of Ç1 GV of current magnitudes on the impulse waveform as reflected in the phase plot. Figure 9 , top, presents model impulses ( Table 2 ) . More importantly, the time constant of the model cell in the absence of leakage is hundreds of milliunder conditions in which the ion channel conductances are halved systematically relative to the control trace (1). Corre-seconds, whereas that of the physiological cell is in the range of 40 -120 ms. This discrepancy is remedied by the sponding phase plots are given in Fig. 9 , bottom. When all currents are reduced by 50% (condition 2), a reduction in inclusion of a leakage conductance of g L Å 0.05 mS / cm 2 to the model cell. Inclusion of g L is responsible for impulse amplitude, as well as a lengthening of the interspike interval (indicated by the relative positions of the impulses) providing a nearly exponential charging curve with a time constant of about t Å 50 ms. Both the nearly exponential is observed. The causes of these effects are that reduced I Na increases the time required to reach threshold, and the re-shape and the value of the time constant fall within the range of physiological observation. duced spike amplitude (controlled by both I Na and I Ca ) leads to lower activation of both I K and I K . When I K,Ca alone is Figure 10 gives model records in response to 1 mA / cm 2 ( Ç20 pA into the spherical soma ) of injected current, restored to its full value (condition 3), the interspike interval is further lengthened, as expected, but there is virtually no both in the absence ( solid line ) and presence of 0.05 mS / cm 2 of leakage conductance ( dashed line ) . The leakage change in the impulse itself as indicated in the phase plots (conditions 2 and 3). When, in addition, I Ca is restored to reversal potential was 062 mV, and similar records may be generated for any value in the range of 065 õ V L its full value (condition 4), three significant effects may be observed in the phase plots: the impulse peak is restored õ 060 mV. Although in this example of relatively lowstimulus current the impulse frequency decreased, the adalmost to the control value, but I Ca has virtually no effect on the rate of rise of the action potential, which is controlled dition of a leakage conductance is of little help in correcting the overall steepness of the F / I curve associated with solely by I Na . Finally, the Ca signature in the falling phase of action potentials is restored, even though the falling rate the single-compartment approximation. Apart from corj269-6 / 9k1d$$oc19 09-11-97 22:24:19 neupa LP-Neurophys This summarizes the biophysical measurements we obtained from cells when grouped into fast, medium, and slow, as described in Figure 11 ; the input resistance (R n ), including the maximum and minimum values, the time constant t 0 values in ms and the number of cells (n) in each group. Note that the slow group showed an average higher input resistance than the medium group; for this reason, it is unlikely that input resistance alone is the cause of the differential F/I properties among the groups. * P õ 0.025; † P õ 0.05. Values are means { SD.
Physiological variability among retinal ganglion cells
Although good agreement between the physiological data and the model was revealed in this study, differences among the RGCs were noted in the slope of their impulse frequency versus current (F/I) responses. Figure 11 illustrates the results obtained from 35 cells that we classified into fast, medium, or slow groups based on their F/I response (cf. Caldwell and Daw 1978); 95% confidence limits are given for each group separately. As this figure illustrates, a significant difference was apparent between the fast and medium groups. All cells of these two groups exhibited stable repetitive firing for all levels of stimulus down to (at least) 10 FIG . 9. These examples were taken from a single-compartment model pA. We defined, in addition, a slow group to include those in which the ionic currents of this study were altered to better appreciate cells that did not respond (or responded only sporadically) their impact on impulse waveform and frequency. Trace 1 : normal impulse during a train in a single compartmental model. Trace 2 : a small to 10 pA and whose spiking behavior was easily disrupted and somewhat delayed impulse, indicating a somewhat longer interspike by virtually any fluctuation in membrane potential with 20 interval when all currents are reduced by 50%. Trace 3 : produced by pA of stimulus.
keeping all currents at the 50% level, except the I K,Ca , which was returned Although the F/I response of most RGCs was inherently to 100%. In this case, the amplitude and waveform of the impulse is nonlinear, the average F/I slopes are {1 and 0.6 Hz/pA for virtually identical to that in Trace 2 , but the impulse is further delayed because I K,Ca provides additional hyperpolarization and delay to the onset of the impulse. In Trace 4 , both I K,Ca and I Ca were returned to 100% with the other currents remaining at 50%. In this case, the rising phase of the impulse is virtually superimposed on Trace 3 , but the amplitude is now much larger, because I Ca contributes to the amplitude of the impulse. Note also the increased width due to the reduced K currents. Bottom : phase plots provide impulse waveform information on the 4 simulations presented above. Trace 2 is a smaller version of Trace 1 with an otherwise similar phase plot trajectory. Trace 3 can be superimposed on trace 2 because, even though I K,Ca has been restored to 100%, it has virtually no effect on the impulse waveform: its principle action is on the interspike interval. Trace 4 shows a bilobed trajectory, with a decrease in rate of voltage rise ( due to the low Na current ) as the slower calcium current comes into play but with a close to normal impulse peak amplitude. The repolarization shows a second hump, a signature of substantial calcium current.
recting the charging curve in response to hyperpolarizing currents, we note that leakage has little effect on the shape of the interspike trajectory or the impulse waveform as When intracellular recordings are obtained from retinal ganglion cells with fine micropipettes, the impulses are often small and difficult to analyze. This is largely due to the high impedance of fine microelectrodes the time constants of which do not permit resolution of the impulse waveform with reliable fidelity. An additional factor may be that intracellular electrodes cause more shunting across the membrane and thus reduce the voltage excursions obtainable with small currents (Coleman and Miller 1989; Lipton and Tauck 1987) . The introduction of patch electrode technology (Hamil et al. 1981 ) provided a means of obtaining stable recordings with low-resistance electrodes suitable for analysis of the impulse waveform. This method initially was applied exclusively to dissociated cells and subsequently was transferred to slice preparations, and our laboratory then succeeded in obtaining whole cell recordings from intact FIG . 11. Thirty-five cells were studied with different levels of current retinal ganglion cells (Coleman and Miller 1988) . This techinjection, and the results are plotted here as an F/I plot. We could distinguish nology thus has provided the means for the more quantitative 3 types of ganglion cells based on the F/I properties, which are shown analysis presented here.
with their 95% confidence limits. The fast cells had an F/I relationship of Ç1 hz/pA, whereas the medium and slow cells were less activated. Slow Hodgkin and Huxely (1952) provided an elegant and biogroup overlapped in their properties with the medium group but were distin-physically detailed model for the nerve impulse, and we guished by the ease with which the impulse train was interrupted by small have maintained their basic model structure as well as their perturbations in stimulus. It is important to recognize that this grouping of structure for the rate constants of voltage gating. Although the repetitive firing in central neurons because of its rigid F/I properties and inability to generate low-impulse frequenthe fast and medium groups, respectively. al. 1995) , there was no reason to presuppose uniformity in the interspike interval significantly and that I K,A was more their spike entrainment properties. Nevertheless, all RGCs likely to play a role in modulating impulse waveform. Our (n Å 35) responded with tonic repetitive firing to depolarizstudy supports this conclusion; thus I K,A appears to play its ing stimulus current in the soma, irrespective of their class most significant role during the repolarization phase of the of light evoked spiking pattern (ON, OFF, ON-OFF, transient impulse. The subsequent discovery of I K,Ca (Latorre et al. or sustained); even transient ON-OFF RGCs, whose synaptic 1989; Meech 1978) provided an additional mechanism by response amounted to no more than a few spikes, gave tonic which impulse activity can be controlled through feedback responses to soma stimulation similar to those of cells that from the impulses themselves; the occurrence of an impulse were activated tonically by illumination of the eyecup. Lipincreases intracellular calcium, which activates g K,Ca to proton and Tauck (1987) reached a similar conclusion in their long the subsequent interspike interval. The participation study of rat retinal ganglion cells. In contrast, transient ON- of calcium and calcium-activated potassium conductances OFF amacrine cells were encountered that did not respond previously has been invoked to account for intermittent with tonic repetitive firing to injected current, and this is bursting behavior in Aplysia (Adams et al. 1980 ; Gorman consistent with an earlier study (Eliasof et al. 1987) .
and Thomas 1978) and vertebrate neurons (Yarom et al. We find that the distinction in the F/I slope between fast 1985) and thus I K,Ca has become accepted as a mechanism and medium RGCs can be reproduced-in a single-compartfor the control of the interspike interval (Hille 1992). ment model-by changing the cell diameter from 25 mm
The findings of the present study for a typical (called (fast) to 35 mm (medium). This occurs because a given fast) ganglion cell of the tiger salamander retina can be stimulus current (in picoamps) supplies charge to a larger summarized as follows: constant current stimulation leads total membrane capacitance in the larger diameter cell, reto tonic spike trains with an F/I relationship of Ç1 Hz/pA. sulting in a lower depolarization rate and prolonged inTypical action potentials have amplitudes ranging from 70 terspike intervals. Thus the difference in single-compartment to 90 mV, overshoot ground to about /20 mV, have a width cell size may reflect differences in soma diameter and/or of Ç1 ms at half-amplitude and an upstroke velocity near the amount of dendritic arbor present in fast, medium, and slow RGCs (cf. Fohlmeister and Miller 1997) .
200 V/s (22ЊC). These impulse attributes were determined j269-6 / 9k1d$$oc19 09-11-97 22:24:19 neupa LP-Neurophys with 400-ms duration current pulses under conditions in sidered in the following paper, cannot be dismissed in its importance and, in some cases, may play a significant role which light-evoked synaptic stimulation also could generate spiking. The cells exhibited input resistances of Ç1 GV, an in the grouping of cells on the basis of impulse frequency generation. average R m of 60 kVrcm 2 , and resting potentials clustered about 065 mV in the dark. Both the physiological and computer simulation studies support the idea that I K,Ca plays an We thank P. Coleman for providing experimental data and numerous stimulating discussions. important role in stabilizing the cell (i.e., in preventing sponAddress for reprint requests: J. F. Fohlmeister, Physiology Dept., 6-255 taneous activity). Among the complement of ion channels Millard Hall, University of Minnesota, 435 Delaware St. SE, Minneapolis, investigated, I K,Ca is unique in that it plays almost no role in MN 55455. the shaping of the impulse waveform per se, but is the domiReceived 1 April 1996;; accepted in final form 13 June 1997. nant current during the interspike interval, where it contributes substantially to shaping the frequency of repetitive firing. However, it should be emphasized that impulse fre-REFERENCES quency is controlled by the currents of all channels acting ADAMS, P. R., SMITH, S. J., AND THOMPSON, S. H. Ionic currents in molin concert and in the presence of capacitative current. The
